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As simple as possible but not simpler:
structural sensitivity testing of a dynamic
model of adolescent overweight and obesity
Eduard Romanenko,a* Jack Homerb and Nanna Liena

Abstract

We recently published results from an SDmodel of adolescent overweight and obesity using data from
31 European countries that participate in the Health Behavior in School-Aged Children (HBSC) study.
During model development, we sought to identify a feedback structure with high explanatory power
that avoided speculative relationships. Expert reviewers generally agreedwith ourmodeling decisions,
but two decisions did raise questions: (1) excluding the influences of food environment and built envi-
ronment, forwhichHBSCprovidednodata; and (2) includingfive causal links thatwere supported sta-
tistically but might be considered disputable. To address the reviewers’ questions, we created four
possible model structures and performed automated calibration followed by intervention testing and
ranking. We then compared the goodness-of-fit and intervention results. We discuss implications for
how tomove forwardwith themodel, including through additional data gathering.
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Introduction

We may assume the superiority, all other things being equal, of the demonstra-
tion which derives from fewer postulates or hypotheses.

– Aristotle (384–322 BC).

Plurality should not be posited without necessity…It is futile to do with more
things that which can be done with fewer.

– William of Ockham (c. 1287–1347).

It can scarcely be denied that the supreme goal of all theory is to make the irre-
ducible basic elements as simple and as few as possible without having to sur-
render the adequate representation of a single datum of experience…Everything
should be as simple as possible but not simpler.

– Albert Einstein (from “On the Method of Theoretical Physics,” the
Herbert.

Spencer Lecture, Oxford, June 10, 1933; and attributed to Einstein,
New York Times, January 8, 1950).
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Consistent with descriptions of the scientific enterprise going back to
Aristotle and culminating with Einstein, system dynamics (SD) seeks to
develop models that are adequate in complexity for addressing the problem at
hand but also parsimonious enough to be comprehensible and well supported
by the available evidence (Homer, 2014). Models often evolve from simpler to
more complex in order to produce outputs that are more realistic or speak to par-
ticular policy concerns (see, e.g., Alfeld and Graham, 1976; Homer, 1996;
Rahmandad, 2012; Rahmandad, 2022; Randers, 1973; Sastry, 1997). Yet one
must also be careful not to clutter a model with excessive detail that undermines
its clarity and explanatory power (Forrester, 1961).

Sensitivity testing is one of our most important tools, not only for model
analysis but also for model improvement. Parametric sensitivity testing helps
us understand the behavioral and policy implications of parameters of
uncertain value, while structural sensitivity testing helps us understand the
implications of variables or causal links of uncertain importance. As defined
by Tank-Nielsen, structural sensitivity testing involves “an alteration of a
causal relationship in the model… [which might be represented as the
change in] a causal loop diagram” (1980, 192). Structural analysis includes
both “boundary adequacy” and “structure assessment” testing
(Sterman, 2000, 859-864) and allows us “to evaluate the impact of controver-
sial or disputable relationships” (Tank-Nielsen, 1980, 192).

Such testing can help us decide what is essential to include in a model
and how to proceed in gathering more evidence. If a variable or causal link
lacks strong evidence (that is, weaker than the rest of the model) and does
not affect policy findings, then one may consider excluding it (see,
e.g. Mahamoud et al., 2012). However, if such an uncertain variable or link
does affect policy findings, one may include it conditionally — namely, on
the condition that more evidence on it will be sought.

For all that has been written, the literature gives surprisingly little
guidance on how to perform structural sensitivity testing (aside from the
well-known use of on–off switches; Forrester, 1968) and how to balance the
competing values of model adequacy and parsimony. In this article, we dem-
onstrate how one may compare alternative models in a systematic way based
on how they affect goodness-of-fit metrics as well as policy conclusions.

Model background

We recently completed the first phase of an SD study of adolescent over-
weight and obesity (AdOWOB) in Europe, based on survey data from the
Health Behavior in School-Aged Children study (HBSC) from 31 countries
and with particular emphasis on the five countries involved in the EU-
funded CO-CREATE project (Romanenko et al., 2022). Rising and persis-
tently high AdOWOB prevalence in Europe has led to a growing recognition
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of the importance of social, physical, and economic environments, including
the effect of lower income, in shaping an individual’s diet and activity
behaviors, and thus health outcomes (Finegood et al., 2010; Koplan
et al., 2005; Rutter et al., 2017; Salas, 2015). However, no previously publi-
shed dynamic model of AdOWOB has considered the wide range of personal
and social factors described in the literature (Aguiar et al., 2019). Chen et al.
(2018) incorporated economic variables (employment and income distribu-
tion) into a simple model of weight distribution in the United States. Struben
et al. (2014) introduced food industry variables. Our 2022 SD study was the
first to integrate a wide range of behavioral and psychological factors, some
directly reflecting the influences of family, friends, school, and the wider
society.
In our 2022 study, we utilized a combination of literature review, statisti-

cal screening procedures (the analysis of probabilistic odds ratios, correla-
tional analysis, and stepwise multivariate linear regressions), and SD
modeling to build a strongly evidence-based model with only 12 major vari-
ables (8 of them endogenous and 4 exogenous) and 30 causal links (with
corresponding strengths known as hazard ratios). The model variables repre-
sented population-level prevalences of adverse health behaviors
(e.g., inadequate exercise), psychological conditions (e.g., feeling nervous),
and social determinants that affect individuals (e.g., school pressure or com-
puter overuse) that can affect AdOWOB directly or through other such vari-
ables. Automated calibration showed that the model could nicely reproduce
HBSC data patterns from 24 different cases (differing by country, gender,
and perceived wealth status) over the period 2002–14. For each case, we
tested 10 potential points of intervention (starting in 2018) and ranked them
by projected reduction of AdOWOB by 2026. Table 1 identifies the 24 cases
and the 10 intervention points. We used our model-based findings to support
or supplement the policies suggested by the adolescent participants who
were part of CO-CREATE.
Our objective in model development was to identify a cluster of interre-

lated variables that demonstrated high explanatory power but was parsimo-
nious with respect to available data—that is, a model that avoided
speculative relationships. This approach had implications for which vari-
ables and causal links we did or did not include in the model. Public health
experts involved in internal review of the model during the project generally
agreed with our decisions, but two decisions did raise some questions
among some experts.
The first of those two decisions was to exclude the food environment (FE,

affecting dietary behaviors) and the built environment (BE, affecting physical
activity). The literature points to the potential significance of FEBE as a fac-
tor affecting adolescent obesity (Elbel et al., 2020; Gilliland et al., 2012;
Malacarne et al., 2022), but neither HBSC nor any other multicountry
European survey to date includes items related to FEBE. We excluded FEBE
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because we had no data, not even proxies or trend data, to estimate it. Lack
of sufficient evidence can be a valid scientific reason to exclude certain vari-
ables from SD models, even if the literature or stakeholders suggest possible
causality (Homer, 2014; Sterman, 2018).

The second decision that raised questions was the inclusion of five
causal links: from school pressure to AdOWOB and inadequate vegetable
consumption; from life dissatisfaction to inadequate vegetable and fruit
consumption; and from nervousness to AdOWOB. These links were
supported by statistical screening but were deemed “indirect,” meaning
that their support from the literature required assumptions about an
unmeasured intermediate variable, specifically high-calorie snacking. For
example, the statistical screening suggested a link from nervousness to
AdOWOB, which required explanation in two steps: from nervousness to
snacking and from snacking to AdOWOB. Our model includes several
other dietary behavior variables, but it does not include snacking.
Optional snacking questions were part of the HBSC survey, but only data
from the mandatory questions of the survey were available to us through
open access. We described snacking to the experts as a hidden variable in
the model and kept implicit for lack of data, and we made the point that
all models include implicit variables (see Alfeld and Graham, 1976); some
experts still questioned this approach.

Table 1. Twenty-four
cases and 10 intervention
points in the adolescent
obesity modeling analysis Twenty-Four Cases

Less well-off More well-off

Boys Girls Boys Girls

Avg31 LWOB_AV LWOG_AV MWOB_AV MWOG_AV
England LWOB_EN LWOG_EN MWOB_EN MWOG_EN
Netherlands LWOB_NL LWOG_NL MWOB_NL MWOG_NL
Norway LWOB_NO LWOG_NO MWOB_NO MWOG_NO
Poland LWOB_PL LWOG_PL MWOB_PL MWOG_PL
Portugal LWOB_PT LWOG_PT MWOB_PT MWOG_PT
Six behavioral intervention points
Inadequate exercise Inadequate breakfast
Inadequate fruit Inadequate vegetables
Dieting Computer overuse
Four psychological intervention points
Feel low Feel nervous
School pressure Life dissatisfaction

Notes: (a) “Well-off” is based on the response to an HBSC study question on one’s perceived
household wealth. (b)The five named countries are those in the CO-CREATE study. (c) The 10
intervention points are also the 10 variables in the model other than the two variables for
overweight and obesity (AdOWOB, OWOB Age 10–11). (d) Seven of these 10 variables are
involved in feedback loops; the other 3 (Computer overuse, School pressure, and Life
dissatisfaction) are exogenous.
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Reflecting on our first phase of modeling, we realized that we might use
structural sensitivity testing to address the experts’ questions. First, perhaps
we could find a way to infer trends in FEBE despite the lack of direct data
on it. Might the inclusion of such trends affect our policy conclusions? Sec-
ond, what would happen if we eliminated all five of the “indirect” causal
links? Might such elimination affect our policy conclusions?
In this article, we describe this two-fold structural sensitivity analysis of

the existing model and its implications for future data needs.

Structural testing procedures

Alternative model structures

We started by making two types of modifications to the original model struc-
ture. One was to incorporate the concept of FEBE through three assumed lin-
ear trends (switchable on or off) affecting the variables of inadequate
exercise, inadequate fruit, and inadequate vegetables. Despite the lack of
data on FEBE, we reasoned that if (a) the inclusion of such trends (after opti-
mized calibration) allowed for a better overall goodness of fit and (b) they
ended up altering the policy conclusions, then we could justify the inclusion
of these trends in the model. Each linear effect was formulated as a ramp
starting in 2002 with two parameters to be optimized: End Year and End
Change (that is, the ramp’s percentage change from 2002 to End Year).
Another modification was to allow reduction of the model by selectively

(switchable on or off) excluding the five “indirect” causal links that implic-
itly go through high-calorie snacking. Two of these links (from School Pres-
sure and Feel Nervous) bypass behavioral variables on the way to AdOWOB.
The other three links capture the effect of environmental variables (School
Pressure and Life Dissatisfaction) on fruit and vegetables consumption. If we
found that excluding these “disputable” links (to use the Tank-Nielsen term)
did not alter the model’s policy conclusions, then, by the logic of parsimony,
we might safely eliminate them from the model. If, on the other hand, they
did alter policy conclusions, then we would lean toward the original model
but on the condition that we could find more evidence to support the disput-
able links.
The structural sensitivity analysis was performed through the testing of

four possible model configurations: (1) the original model including the five
disputable links but excluding FEBE (“Full_noFEBE”); (2) a model including
both the five links and FEBE (“Full_FEBE”); (3) a model excluding the five
links as well as FEBE (“Reduced_noFEBE”); and (4) a model excluding the
five links but including FEBE (“Reduced_FEBE”).
Figure 1 is an interpretive sector diagram of the original model (with both

explicit and implicit links), showing the five disputable links going through
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the implicit (unmodeled) variable of high-calorie snacking. Figure 2 extends
this diagram to include the possible FEBE influences. The model documen-
tation is reported in the online supporting information (Tables S1–S3 report
summary information about the model; Table S4 provides a complete listing
of model equations).

Model calibration and testing

For each model configuration, we repeated the analysis we performed in our
original study (Romanenko et al., 2022). First, we used Powell optimization to
calibrate each of the alternative structures to the HBSC data for each of our
24 country-gender-wealth cases (the optimization specifications are reported in
the online supporting information, including Table S5 on computational costs of
the optimization experiments). Next, we calculated two types of goodness-of-fit
statistics for the cases, for all eight of the model’s endogenous variables: (1) the
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) between simulated output and data and
(2) a customized R-squared measure (“R2i”, range 0 to 1) of how well the model
predicts changes away from the initial data point in 2002.

We recorded these statistics for AdOWOB (the main variable of interest in
the model and the ultimate target for intervention testing), as well as aver-
aged across all eight endogenous variables (hereafter “All8,” of which

Feeling 
nervous or 

low

Life dissatisfaction, 
school pressure

OWOB 
Age 10-11

Fruit, vegetables, 
regular breakfast

Exercise Adolescent 
OWOB

DietingComputer 
overuse

High-calorie 
snacking
(implicit)

Fig. 1. Sector diagram of
the original model,
showing disputable links
(dashed red) going
through the implicit
(unmodeled) variable of
high-calorie snacking.
(A standard causal-loop
diagram, absent snacking,
is presented in
Romanenko et al., 2022).
[Color figure can be
viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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AdOWOB is one). This resulted in four goodness-of-fit measures (AdOWOB
MAPE, All8 MAPE, AdOWOB R2i, and All8 R2i) for each model and each
case. To facilitate comparison between the four models and in line with the
literature supporting the appropriateness of combining multiple goodness-
of-fit measures when comparing alternative models (Mehdiyev et al., 2016;
Xu and Ouenniche, 2012), we transformed MAPE into a continuous 0–1
index (“MAPE index”) in which 0% MAPE is 1 (best) and ≥20% MAPE is
0 (worst). We averaged the two MAPE indices with the two R2i measures,
weighting all four equally, to produce a combined index of model adequacy.
We did this for each case and then averaged across all 24 cases for an overall
average of model adequacy.
Next came intervention testing, again done exactly as before (Romanenko

et al., 2022). We tested the 10 potential intervention points using identical
25% effect sizes starting in 2018, and we ranked the interventions in terms
of their ability to reduce projected AdOWOB in 2026. To facilitate compari-
son of the models, we counted the number of times each intervention point
appeared in the Top 4 ranking of 10 interventions, across all 24 cases.

Results

Optimized ramp change parameters for FEBE

The optimization of theFEBEmodels (see the online supporting information for opti-
mizationspecifications) resulted inall ramps (for bothFull_FEBEandReduced_FEBE

Feeling 
nervous or 

low

Life dissatisfaction, 
school pressure

OWOB 
Age 10-11

Fruit, vegetables, 
regular breakfast

Exercise Adolescent 
OWOB

DietingComputer 
overuse

High-calorie 
snacking
(implicit)

Food 
environment

Built 
environment

Fig. 2. Extended sector
diagram, including
possible Food
Environment and Built
Environment influences
(solid green). [Color figure
can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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and for all 24 cases) having an End Year close to 2010. Table 2 reports the summary
statistics for the estimates of the ramp end-change percentages across the 24 cases
(Table S6 in theonline supporting information reports the results by case).

The table shows that the optimized end-change percentages are generally
of modest size. The parameters for Exercise are always less than 8% in either
direction, with means of about zero for both Full_FEBE and Reduced_FEBE.
The parameters for Fruit are always less than 15% in either direction, with
means of about +1% (worsening trend) for both models. The parameters for
Vegetables are always less than 20% in either direction, with a mean of
�1% for Full_FEBE and �3% for Reduced_FEBE (both improving trends).

Goodness of fit

Table 3 summarizes goodness-of-fit statistics for the four tested model config-
urations, with each measure averaged across the 24 cases (Tables S7–S9 in
the online supporting information provide details by case). The individual
fit statistics (the first four rows) do not vary by much from one model to
another. The combined adequacy measure (the last row) is similarly tight,
with the largest model, Full_FEBE (at 61.2%) providing only a slightly better
fit than the smallest model, Reduced_noFEBE (at 59.0%).

Although the differences are not great, this table does provide some infor-
mation about the types of contribution coming from (a) the five disputable
links in the Full models and (b) the three new ramp effects in the FEBE
models.

The clearest benefit of Full is in the two MAPE indices (rows 1 and 2),
where Full beats Reduced by 1.0% to 2.6%. This fact suggests that the five
disputable links (four of which come from the exogenous variables of life
dissatisfaction and school pressure) give the model a greater ability to follow
turning points in the data. It must be that some of the ups and downs in

Table 2. Summary statistics for the end-change percentages for the two models with food and built environment (FEBE)
influences optimized for the 24 cases. These models allow for three exogenous ramps (each with its own optimized end time
and end-change percentage) affecting the prevalence fractions of Inadequate Exercise, Inadequate Fruit, and Inadequate
Vegetables, respectively. A positive end-change percentage indicates a worsening trend (more inadequacy), while a negative
end-change percentage indicates an improving trend (less inadequacy)

Full_FEBE Reduced_FEBE

Inad Ex Inad Fruit Inad Veg Inad Ex Inad Fruit Inad Veg

Mean 0.2% 1.0% �1.4% �0.3% 0.9% �3.3%
SD 2.2% 5.0% 3.2% 2.7% 6.1% 5.2%
Min �5.4% �11.9% �14.5% �7.7% �14.1% �19.2%
Max 5.5% 12.9% 2.7% 4.1% 13.9% 4.5%
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these exogenous variables help to explain corresponding ups and downs in
AdOWOB and the other endogenous variables.
The clearest benefit of FEBE is in the “All8” fit statistics (rows 2 and 4),

where FEBE beats NoFEBE by 1.0%–2.7%. The addition of the exogenous
ramps for exercise, fruit, and vegetables improves the model’s fit to those
variables, but it does not improve the fit to AdOWOB.

Intervention testing

Table 4 reports, for each of the model configurations, the percentage reduc-
tions in AdOWOB (in 2026 relative to no intervention) averaged across the
24 cases for each of the 10 interventions separately and for all 10 combined
(Tables S10–S13 in the online supporting information report the results by case).
The interventions vary greatly in terms of their impact on AdOWOB, even when
averaged across the cases. For all model configurations, the most impactful inter-
ventions include Fruit, Exercise, Breakfast, Life Dissatisfaction, and Vegetables
(in roughly that order). Yet, there are also differences between the models. First,

Table 3. Goodness-of-fit
statistics for the four
tested model versions,
averaged across the 24
cases. MAPE is Mean
Absolute Percentage
Error; R2i is a novel R-
squared measure (see
Romanenko et al., 2022),
All8 refers to all eight
endogenous variables

Model

Fit statistic Full_noFEBE Full_FEBE Reduced_noFEBE Reduced_FEBE

MAPE index – AdOWOB 53.7% 54.3% 52.0% 51.7%
MAPE index – All8 62.3% 63.3% 60.7% 62.3%
R2i – AdOWOB 66.6% 66.9% 66.3% 66.3%
R2i – All8 58.0% 60.5% 57.0% 59.7%
Combined Adequacy
(equal weighting)

60.1% 61.2% 59.0% 60.0%

Table 4. Percentage
reduction of AdOWOB in
2026 for the 10
interventions, for the four
tested model versions,
averaged across the 24
cases

Model

Intervention Full_noFEBE Full_FEBE Reduced_noFEBE Reduced_FEBE

Inad exercise 3.6% 5.1% 4.4% 3.9%
Inad fruit 5.0% 5.2% 4.7% 4.6%
Inad veg 1.6% 2.0% 1.9% 1.6%
Inad breakfast 1.8% 2.5% 2.1% 2.1%
Dieting 0.3% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%
Feel nervous 2.5% 3.2% 0.9% 1.0%
Feel low 1.7% 1.6% 0.9% 0.9%
Life dissatisfaction 2.4% 3.8% 2.0% 1.6%
School pressure 3.7% 3.7% 0.8% 0.6%
Computer overuse 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1%
All 10 Combined 13.5% 16.4% 12.6% 12.3%
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for the Fullmodels (unlike the Reduced models), Feel Nervous and School Pres-
sure are additional interventions with good impact. These two variables account
for three of the five disputable links included in the Full models. Second, the
inclusion of the three FEBE ramps tends to boost the impact of the leading inter-
ventions in combinationwith Full (i.e., Full_FEBE), but it does not do so in combi-
nationwithReduced (i.e.,Reduced_FEBE).

Table 5 reports the overall counts of “top 4” ranking for each of the 10 inter-
ventions for the four model configurations, summing across the 24 cases
(Tables S14–S17 in the online supporting information report the results by
case). It is evident that including FEBE has no real effect on intervention priori-
ties, whether the starting point is the Full or Reduced models. In contrast, the
inclusion of the five disputable links in the Full models does clearly affect the
intervention rankings. The Fullmodels elevate the rankings of School Pressure
and Life Dissatisfaction (and also, somewhat, Feel Nervous), and they demote
the ranking of Vegetables (and also, somewhat, Breakfast).

Discussion

We used structural sensitivity testing to evaluate two decisions made in the
development of the AdOWOB model: (1) excluding the influences of FEBE,
for which we had no data, and (2) including five causal links that were
supported statistically but which some public health experts considered
indirect and disputable.

Table 5. Counts of Top 4 ranking for the 10 interventions, for the four tested model versions, across the 24 cases (maximum
count of 24). Note that, for a given model, some cases may have fewer than four ranked interventions (i.e., interventions with
any simulated impact on AdOWOB), and some cases may have more than four “Top 4” ranked interventions (due to ties in
percentage impact to the first decimal point). As a result, columns in this table do not sum to 96 (=24 � 4)

Model

Intervention Full_noFEBE Full_FEBE Reduced_noFEBE Reduced_FEBE

Inad exercise 18 19 20 21
Inad fruit 17 17 18 18
Inad veg 8 9 12 13
Inad breakfast 10 12 12 15
Dieting 1 0 1 0
Feel nervous 6 9 4 5
Feel low 3 4 3 6
Life dissatisfaction 16 19 11 10
School pressure 11 13 3 4
Computer overuse 0 0 0 0
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Our analysis showed, first, that exogenous linear trends representing FEBE
and affecting exercise and fruit and vegetable consumption could improve
the model’s fit to those variables but did not improve the fit to AdOWOB
itself and had no effect on intervention priorities. This is not to say that we
do not recognize the importance of FEBE as a type of intervention in its own
right. On the contrary, exercise, fruit, and vegetables are all important inter-
vention points in our model and, in the real world, may be influenced by
FEBE interventions. However, our results showed that allowing for possible
historical trends in FEBE did not alter optimized hazard ratios enough to
change intervention rankings. Therefore, we concluded that FEBE trends did
not add value to the original model and, according to the logic of evidence
and parsimony, could be safely excluded.
Our testing also showed that the inclusion of the five disputable causal

links in the Full model configurations provided a somewhat better fit to all
variables including AdOWOB (by the MAPE criterion) and affected the inter-
vention rankings, elevating the priority of school pressure and life dissatis-
faction. This policy sensitivity suggests that one should be cautious about
eliminating the links in question and rather lean toward the original model
on the condition that more evidence to support these links could be found.
The five links were identified as disputable because they all go through high-

calorie snacking, an intermediate variable which is not included in the manda-
tory questions of the HBSC study. A logical direction for gathering further
supporting evidence is to collect data on individual snacking or daily caloric
intake. Obtaining the data on snacking from optional HBSC questions (asked by
a subset of countries) could be useful. However, the HBSC measures only fre-
quency of snacking and not the type or amount. Better data could be obtained,
for example, by applying diet checklists for snacking behavior over a sufficiently
long time period, probably two weeks or more as described by the DAPA Mea-
surement Toolkit (https://www.dapa-toolkit.mrc.ac.uk/diet/subjective-methods/
diet-checklist). Data from even just a few countries, perhaps some of those in the
five-country CO-CREATE project, could help determine whether the disputable
links can be supported by direct evidence.
We believe that our work here could contribute to SD modeling practice,

in at least two ways.
First, structural sensitivity testing has long been described as an important

part of building confidence in SD models, yet the literature gives little guid-
ance on how to do it (aside from the well-known use of on–off switches).
Here, we have demonstrated how one may compare alternative models
based on their goodness of fit and their effect on policy conclusions.i

iWe recognize there is one aspect of structural sensitivity testing we did not demonstrate, namely, determin-
ing whether a model can produce all relevant or problematic modes of behavior, such as oscillation or
overshoot-and-decline. The only behavioral pattern we saw clearly in the HBSC data, across the 24 cases, was
AdOWOB adjusting in a goal-seeking (decelerating) fashion to perturbations in other variables. This behavior
pattern was produced by all four of the alternative model configurations we considered.
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Second, the existing literature gives little guidance on how to balance the
competing values of model adequacy and parsimony. Here, we have offered
the following approach:

1. evaluate the strength of the evidence for a causal link in question based
on the literature, expert knowledge, and available data;

2. for a causal link with weaker evidence (an uncertain or disputable link),
evaluate whether including the link improves the model’s explanatory
power or affects policy findings;

3. eliminate the uncertain link if it does not add value to the model;
4. if the uncertain link does add value to the model, include it on the condi-

tion that more evidence will be sought to confirm or reject the link.

We believe that structural sensitivity testing is an important tool that
could allow SD modelers to be more scientific and show that their models
are “as simple as possible but not simpler.”
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